HEIRS OF POETRY AND RAIN

FARZAD KAMANGAR’S LETTER FROM PRISON TO HIS STUDENTS

FARZAD KAMANGAR

a Kurdish school teacher, poet, and activist, was imprisoned and tortured by the Islamic Republic of Iran for four years. In prison, even after being sentenced to death, Kamangar continued to advocate for human rights and justice for Iran’s minority communities in letters that he smuggled out of prison, sometimes in fragments, addressed to his young students and other political prisoners. The Islamic regime executed Kamangar at age thirty-five in 2010.

Translated from the Farsi by TYLER FISHER & HAIDAR KHEZRI
HELLO, CLASS.

My heart constricts from missing every one of you. Here in prison I compose the poem of life’s eternal song, day and night, with sweet recollections and dreams of you. Every morning, in your stead, I greet the sun. I wake up alongside you within these high walls and laugh with you and sleep by your side. Sometimes, something like the tightness of heartache overwhelms me with longing.

I wish we could release the dust of our day’s weariness to the village spring’s crystal-clear hands of forgetfulness, like in the old times when we returned, exhausted from all the excitement of our games in the fields (an “official school field trip,” we called it, of course).
نامه‌های یک اعدامی

نامه‌ی فرزاد کمانگر، معلم محکوم به اعدام، به دانش‌آموزانش - اسفند ۱۳۸۶

یک روز بعد از اعلام حکم اعدام

بچه‌ها سلام،

دلم برای همه شما تنگ شده، اینجا شب و روز با خیال و خاطرات شیرینتان شعر زندگی میسراش، هر روز به جای شما به خورشید روزبخیر میگویم، از لای این دیوارهای بلند با شما بیدار میشویم، با شما میخندیم و با شما میخوابیم. گاهی چیزی شبیه دلتانگی همهی وجودم را میگیرد.
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I wish we could, as in old times, surrender our ears to the “Footsteps of Water,” and our bodies to the caress of flowers and grass, and start our class with nature’s beautiful rural symphony, and put our math book under a stone with all the world’s unknowns still to solve, because when a father can Add no Bread to his Children’s table—the most basic ABCs, rudimentary math—what difference does it make if pi equals 3.14 or 100.14? And I wish we could set aside the science lesson about all of the world’s chemical and physical changes, and contemplate changes in matters of love and miracles, and study the breezes and convoys of clouds, awaiting a change that would avoid sending your lively little classmate Kurush straight from the classroom to the construction site, and, as a teenager, keep him from tumbling off a building in search of bread and leaving us forever—instead, a change like that of the New Year, bringing everyone a new pair of shoes, a set of fine clothes, and a basket brimming with candies.

I wish we could again furtively practice our Kurdish alphabet, far from the principal’s stern eye, and compose poems for each oth-

1. A poem by the renowned Iranian poet and painter, Sohrab Sepehri (1928-1980).
کاش میشد مانند گذشته خسته از بازی‌هایی که آنها را گرده علمی مینامید، و خسته از همه ی هیاهوها، گرد و خیار خستگی‌ها و گرد و غبار خستگی‌ها را به دست فراموشی می‌سپریم، کاش میشد مثل گذشته گوشمان را به «صدای پای آب» و تنمان را به نوازش گل و گیاه می‌سپریم و همراه با سمفونی زیبای طبیعت خستگی‌هایمان را همراه چشمه روستا به دست فراموشی می‌سپریم. 

کاش میشد مثل گذشته کتاب ریاضی را با همه ی مجهولات دنیا زیر سنگی می‌گذاشتیم و پی سه ممیز چهارده با همه ی تغییرات شیمیایی و فیزیکی دنیا به کناری می‌گذاشتیم و به امید تغییری از جنس «عشق و معجزه» می‌ماندیم و لکه‌های ابر در آسمان همراه با نسمی بدرقه می‌کردیم و منتظر تغییری می‌ماندیم که همان همکلاسی پرشورمان را از سر کلاس گذاشته و در نوجوانی از بلندای ساختمان به دنبال نان برای همیشه سقوط نکند و تنها یک جفت کفش نو و یک دست لباس خوب و یک سفره پر از نقل و شیرینی برای همه به همراه داشته باشند.

کاش میشد دوباره و دزدکی دور از چشمان ناظم اخموی مدرسه الفبای کردیمان را دوره می‌کردیم و برای هم با زبان مادری شعر می‌سرودیم و آواز
er in our mother tongue, and sing and dance hand in hand, and dance and dance.

I wish I could again be goalkeeper for the first-grade boys, and you will score goals against your teacher with the dream of becoming Ronaldo, with hugs to celebrate every goal. Ah, but sadly, in our land, dreams and wishes gather the dust of forgetting even before it settles on picture frames.  

I wish I could again join in the “Ring-around-the-Uncle” game, leading the chants of the first-grade girls, you girls who, years later, at the corner of a page in your diary will write: “I wish I wasn’t born a girl.”

Now I know you have grown up and will marry. But for me, you’re the same pure and graceful angels with traces of Ahura Mazda’s divine kiss still clear between your beautiful eyes. And really, who knows, if only you angels were not children of poverty and sorrow, you wouldn’t have to go everywhere, paper in hand, collecting signatures to support women’s campaigns for equality. And if you had not been born in this godforsaken corner of the earth, you would not be forced to bid farewell to school for the last time at age thirteen, with eyes full of tears and regret, under the white veil of be-

2. This sentence does not appear in the manuscript letter but does appear in the printed version, a difference which reflects the difficulties Kamangar and his relatives faced when smuggling these messages out of prison in written fragments, via transcriptions from phone calls, and other means.

3. In Zoroastrianism, Ahura Mazda is the supreme beneficent god, creator of the universe.
میخواندیم و بعد دست در دست هم میرقصیدیم و
میرقصیدیم و میرقصیدیم.

کاش میشده باید در بین دوستان کلاس اول همان
دروازه هم میشده و شما در رویای رونالدو شدن
به آقا معلم‌تان گل میزدید و همیگر را در
آغوش میکشیدید، اما افسوس نمی‌دانید که در
سرزمین ما رواها و آرزوهای قابل از قاب عکس
غبار فراموشی به خود می‌گردد، کاش میشده باز
پای تا هفته خود می‌گردد. دختران کلاس اول
میشده هم دخترانی که میداند سالها بعد در
گوشه دفتر خاطراتتان فکریکی مینویسید کاش
دختر به دنیا نمی‌آید.

حالا میدانم بزرگ شده اید، شوهر میکنید ولی
برای من همان فرشتگان پاک و به آمیزش هستید
که هنوز «چای بوسه‌های هوایی مزدا» بین چشم‌های
زیبا، دیده می‌شود، راستی چه کسی میداند
اگر شما فرشتگان زاده‌ای رنج و فقر نبودید،
که هنوز زیبایتان دیده می‌شود، راستی چه کسی میداند
بزرگ به دست برای کمی بازی برای زنان امضاء
جمع نمی‌کرده و یا اگر در این گوشه از «خاک
فراموش شده‌ای خدا» به دنیا نمی‌آمدید، مجبور
نبودید در سن سیزده سالگی با چشم‌اتی پر از
اشک و حسرت زیر کور سفید زن شدن» برای آخرين
پر با مدرسه و داع کنید و «قصه تلخ جنس دوم
بودن را با همه وجود تجربه کنید. دختران
سرزمین اهورا، فردای که در دانم طبیعت خواستید
برای فرزندانتان پونه بچینید یا براپیشان از
coming a woman, and would not experience, with every fiber of your being, the bitter story of the second-class gender.

You daughters of the land of Ahura Mazda, tomorrow when, in the folds of nature's skirt, you pick minty pennyroyal leaves or weave a flower-crown of violets, remember to recite all your childhood innocence and joys.

You sons of the land of nature and the Sun, I know you are no longer able to sit with your classmates, to read and laugh, because right after the tragedy of becoming a man, the grief of earning your daily bread will seize you by the collar. But remember not to turn your back on poetry, on song, on your lovers and your shared dreams. Teach your children to be heirs of poetry and rain, for their homeland, for their todays and their tomorrows.

I entrust you to the hands of the wind and sun. Until that not-so-distant tomorrow, recite the lessons of honesty and love for our homeland.

Your friend, companion at play, and childhood teacher,
Farzad Kamangar
Rajai-Shahr Prison of Karaj
28 February 2008
بنفشه تاجی از گل بسازید حتماً از تمام پاک‌ها و شادی‌های دوران کودکتان یاد کنید.

پسران سرزمین آفتاب و طبیعت میدانم دیگر نمیتوانید با همکلاسیهایتان بنشینید، و بخوانید و بخندید چون بعد از «مصیبت مرد شدن» تازه «غم نان» گربان شما را خواهد گرفت، اما یادتان باشد که به شعر، به آواز، به لیلا‌هایتان، به رویاهایتان پشت نکنید، به فرژندانتان یاد بدهید برای سرزمینشان برای امروز و فردا، یاد بدهید برای جنس شعر و باران باشند به دست باد و آفتاب میسپارمان تا فردا، یا نه چندان دور درس عشق و صداقت را برای سرزمینمان مترنمنشود.

رفیق، همبازی و معلم دوران کودکتان

فرزاد کمانگر - زندان رجایی شهر کرج

۱۳۸۶/۹/۱۲
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Translators’ Note: Farzad Kamangar was a Kurdish primary school teacher, poet, journalist, and human rights activist who was executed, age thirty-five, along with four other political prisoners on May 9, 2010, in Iran’s notorious Evin Prison. Kamangar was born in the city of Kamyaran, in the Kurdistan Province of western Iran. As a Kurd, he advocated for greater cultural and political self-determination for his minority community, and his advocacy extended to environmentalist causes, women’s rights, and educational reforms. His writing, for periodicals published by Kamyaran’s Department of Education and by a regional human rights organization, displays his dual commitment to beautiful literary expression and unflinching documentation of human rights abuses in Iranian Kurdistan.

In July 2006, Kamangar was arrested in Tehran while accompanying his brother for medical treatment. After years of imprisonment and torture, Kamangar was sentenced to death on charges of Moharebeh (waging war against God) and undermining national security. The Iranian Islamic regime’s application of the term Moharebeh to Kamangar’s case follows a pattern of recurring historical oppression because it has been applied to Iranian Kurds since the Islamic Revolution of 1979. Iran has invoked this “crime” as grounds for executing political prisoners in 1988, condoning the Serial Murders of Iran (1988–1998), cracking down on the presidential election protests in 2009, and suppressing the current “Woman, Life, Freedom” movement.

As a non-Shi’a Kurd, Kamangar was especially vulnerable to this charge as a minority by religious sect, ethnicity, and language.

Just days after receiving the death sentence, Kamangar penned, in Persian, the letter we have translated into English. This letter is the first of several he wrote to his students immediately following the decree of execution. He managed
to smuggle the letters out of prison, one by one, when members of his family visited. These letters, which express Kamangar’s unbounded love for his students and for his Kurdish homeland, survive as a vivid testimony of his unquenchable spirit. Of particular note is Kamangar’s sensitivity to how forces of socioeconomic class and gender would inevitably shape his students’ lives, in a context wherein girls typically leave school at the age of ten or eleven and marry young into a restrictive domestic radius. Boys, for their part, tend to spend more years in school and enjoy greater social freedoms, yet face the high incidence of industrial accidents and exploitative manual labor for subsistence. Kamangar recognized the Kurdish struggle against intersecting factors of oppression yet expressed an indomitable hope for the Kurds’ future.

The brutal conditions of Kamangar’s imprisonment, the physical and mental torture to which he was subjected, and his execution brought global condemnations of the Islamic regime of Iran from many organizations, including UNICEF, Education International, Amnesty International, and Human Rights Watch. Protests have marked the anniversary of his execution in Paris, London, Berlin, Washington, D.C., and many Kurdish cities.

The legacy of Kamangar’s resistance and struggle for justice, in the face of the atrocities of his imprisonment and execution, has reverberated in Kurdish literature. Shêrko Bêkes (1940–2013), the renowned Kurdish poet, wrote an elegy for Kamangar, titled “Republic of Execution” with reference to the Islamic Republic of Iran. The Kurdish Iranian director Bahman Ghobadi dedicated his film Rhino Season (2012) to Farzad Kamangar and Sanea Jaleh (1985–2011), a Kurdish student who was shot dead in the protests that marked the Iranian Green Movement. In 2020, Ava
Homa, the Kurdish writer, journalist, and activist, dedicated her novel, *Daughters of Smoke and Fire*, to “Farzad Kamangar for imagining otherwise.” His letters from prison invite his readers to imagine greater possibilities, higher ideals beyond the Islamofascism that sought to obliterate his native language and liberties. As Iran’s authoritarian regime yoked the forces of theocratic fanaticism and the nation-state in the service of a Persian and Shi’a Islamic Republic, exclusive of and discriminatory towards ethno-racial and religious minorities, Kamangar counters with a primary school teacher’s mild-mannered defiance and irrepressible dreams.

Kamangar’s letter to his students, which has not been previously translated into English in full, is as much a prose poem as a letter. Its poetic qualities repeatedly remind the reader that this is no ordinary letter. Parallelism and repetition (anaphora and alliteration), together with an onrushing polysyndeton, convey an outpouring of memories and reverie, channeled within his careful artistry and the epistolary form. He expresses a confluence of soaring ideals and winsome whimsy alongside the ordeals of political imprisonment, ethnic repression, and social inequities. Our translation sought to preserve the letter’s stylistic and thematic interplay. We have kept domestication to a minimum, especially when the letter evokes an excursion into the Kurdish countryside with young students. The Persian children’s circle game, *Amoo Zanjir Baf* (literally, “Chain-Weaver Uncle”), for instance, is lightly modified to “Ring-around-the-Uncle,” recognizable yet recognizably distinct.
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